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Culture

The New York Bagel Experience is not for hipsters
By Irene Katz Connelly and Mira Fox
As recent transplants to this fair city of New York, we
have plenty to learn about bagels. We haven’t had a
chance to develop brand loyalties and identify
establishments we love — or simply refuse to
patronize. We don’t have firm feelings about the
Montreal bagel. We can’t yet bring ourselves to speak
unironically of the superiority of “New York water.”
But there is one thing we know: There’s a difference
between eating a bagel in New York and having a New
York Bagel Experience.
The New York Bagel Experience is an idea, an
amalgam of the bagels we actually grew up eating; the
weekend rendezvous glimpsed throughout Nora
Ephron’s oeuvre; the greasy egg-and-cheese
hangover cures in “Broad City”; the sepia photos in
dusty coffee table books purporting to chronicle “Old
New York.”
Large as it looms in our imaginations, the New York
Bagel Experience is elusive in real life. It isn’t found in
the sleek storefronts that seem to multiply every day.
You can’t find it at a watering hole featuring indie
music or Scandinavian ambiance, or any ambiance at
all. It cannot coexist with espresso machines or cold
brew coffee. If a bagel place looks hospitable to
coworking or includes any elements of “interior
design,” you will not have the New York Bagel
Experience there.
Being both intrepid reporters and avid eaters of
bagels, we set out in search of the sublimely un-hip
atmosphere we knew awaited us, somewhere. We
were looking for bad lighting, refrigerated chrome
displays housing an overwhelming abundance of
spreads, confusing menus that are ultimately
irrelevant — because who orders bagels off a menu?
We wanted drip coffee and dry pastries, teetering
tables where the (vaccinated!) elderly might settle
down with the daily paper.
We’re not here to hector you about the city’s best
crusts, to wrangle New York’s bagels into
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some byzantine hierarchy, or direct you to Los
Angeles for a satisfactory schmear. Rather, we
developed a highly scientific and rigorous rating
system, which we used to evaluate the vibes at a notat-all-comprehensive selection of bagel joints: As
you’ll see below, each stop on our route earned
poppyseeds for grungy atmosphere and a (lack of)
decor, and lost them for any evidence of hipster
aesthetics.
Starting in Bed Stuy and biking through Crown Heights
and Park Slope to Boerum Hill, we sampled victuals
and vibes at some of the most popular (and most
overlooked) bagelries Brooklyn has to offer. We
scrutinized many spreads, ate some bagels we will
enjoy complaining about for the rest of our lives, and
even had one or two authentic New York Bagel
Experiences.
With Passover in the books, you’re probably craving a
bagel. May you find one in a store with nary a trace of
minimalism.
Greenberg’s started out as a stall at North 3rd Street
Market, a trendy Williamsburg food hall (-3
poppyseeds), and migrated in 2019 to Bed Stuy, where
its storefront boasts an eye-catching green awning
clearly intended to evoke the classic appetizing stores
of yore (+.5 poppyseeds, because we didn’t totally buy
it).
One of the only outfits serving a neighborhood
notoriously low on bagels (+1 poppyseed), Greenberg’s
was doing a brisk counter-serve business when we
arrived. There were no menus in sight (+1 poppyseed),
though a sign directed us to their Instagram (-3
poppyseeds, especially because social media revealed
St. Patrick’s Day green bagels). We ordered the first of
far too many toasted everything bagels with cream
cheese and sat down next to a loud Israeli couple (+2
poppyseeds) at a chaotic, half-assembled outdoor
seating pavilion with no actual seats (+10 poppyseeds)
but many dying plants (+1 poppyseed).
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Slightly smaller than average, the Greenberg’s bagel is
a humble mid-morning snack, not a vehicle for
Instagrammable toppings (+2 poppyseeds). While
Greenberg’s exceeded our expectations for a
newcomer to the Brooklyn Bagel scene, we were
saddened to notice on our way out that nitro and cold
brew coffee are, as the kids say, “on tap.” (-4
poppyseeds).
Total: 7.5 poppyseeds.
A local chain with franchises around Brooklyn (we
visited the one in Crown Heights), Bagel Pub combines
the expansive and confusing menu of a diner (+2
poppyseeds) with the studiously “ye olde” vibe of a bar
in “Peaky Blinders” (-1 poppyseed).
When we arrived, a line of Airpod-wearing, bespoke
stroller-pushing customers snaked along the sidewalk
(-1 poppyseed), while millennials with laptops (-1
poppyseed) basked at sunny, commodious outdoor
tables (-1 poppyseed). Upon entering, we were
distressed to see a sign advertising “iced banana
lattes” (-1 poppyseed), as well as a chalkboard full of
fresh-pressed juices promising to boost our immune
systems (-3 poppyseeds). However, the impressive
array of spreads and meat salads (+2 poppyseeds)
encouraged us. Some had appetizing names like
“Chicken Protein” (+1 poppyseed). Most looked like
they were several days old (+1 poppyseed). All were
garnished with a little strip of limp kale (+4
poppyseeds).
As evidenced by the line, Bagel Pub’s actual bagels
were among the best we tasted: The crunchy exterior
was a perfect complement to an egg and cheese
sandwich (+3 poppyseeds) and the everything seed
medley boasted strong notes of garlic and salt (+2
poppyseeds). Yes, it also included raw oat flakes (-1
poppyseed), presumably a concession to the immuneboosting juice crowd. But we decided to let it slide.
Total: 8 poppyseeds.
Located on a chaotic Park Slope corner near a psychic
and a pawnbroker (+2 poppyseeds right there), Bergen
Bagels was the weekend spot we sought. Taped
unceremoniously to the front window was a facemask
reminder clearly created with Microsoft’s WordArt
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function (+2 poppyseeds), as well as a fake-looking
printout of the shop’s feature in Food & Wine (+3
poppyseeds for staying #humble). Inside, design
elements included: faux wood (+1 poppyseed) and
confusing hand-scrawled menus (+1 poppyseed).
The cramped layout can create chaos on a Saturday
morning (+1 poppyseed); but, having escaped the gaze
of the co-working crowd (+1 poppyseed), it was
mercifully empty when we arrived. Cold brew coffee is
not to be found at Bergen Bagels, but there is a
machine where you press a “Cappuccino” button and a
mysterious combination of cappuccino-esque liquids
comes out (+2 poppyseeds). Aside from standard
black-and-whites, the shop caters to the most
idiosyncratic palates by offering all-black and all-white
cookies (+1 poppyseed).
We opted for an everything bagel topped with scallion
cream cheese and a generous helping of capers,
augmented by a few extremely dry rugelach (+1 —
bagel shops are about bagels.) All goods were
consumed at a pair of tables (faux wood of course, +2
poppyseeds) on a trafficky street corner next to the
subway entrance (+3 poppyseeds) — Bergen’s only
concession to the era of outdoor dining. Our only
gripe: The everything bagel was a bit light on seeds (-1
poppyseeds).
Total: 18 poppyseeds.
The Bagel Store, in the heart of Park Slope’s Fifth
Avenue upscale shopping district, is the home of the
“original rainbow bagel,” a vibrant creation made for
Instagram (-3 poppyseeds). It’s an affront to the form,
but knew we had to try one — for science.
When we walked in, we were accosted by a rainbow
bagel-shaped arch (-1 poppyseeds) and a selection of
spreads that included Oreo, cannoli, and funfetti
options (-1.5 poppyseeds per flavor). There were only
two kinds of classic savory bagels available (-4
poppyseeds — a bagel place without bagels?),
contending with a far more prominent display of
specialty options, including croissant-bagels, blue and
pink cotton candy flavored bagels and a pastel Easter
option with vanilla (-12 poppyseeds all together). Yet
we were immediately won over by the guy running the
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counter, who kept up a stream of banter (+4
poppyseeds) that made us hope beyond hope the
monstrosity might be good.
Our new friend recommended the funfetti cream
cheese on the side, for dipping (-1 poppyseeds;
who dips a bagel?); he helpfully cut our order into 16
bite-sized pieces (-.5 poppyseeds). We tentatively dug
into our Easter bagel — the irony — on a bright pink
table outside. It looked like Play-Doh and had the taste
and texture of stale plastic, somehow accentuated by
the vanilla flavor; the cream cheese was
indistinguishable from frosting (-4 poppyseeds). As a
saving grace, they only had drip coffee (+3
poppyseeds).
Total: -15 poppyseeds.
Uncomfortably full but continuing valiantly down Fifth
Avenue, we came upon Bagel World. Hot off of the
rainbow bagel, we were delighted to see a huge
number of savory bagels displayed in baskets behind
the counter (+1 poppyseeds) and a wide variety of
spreads and cold salads (+1 poppyseed), though there
was also a wide menu offering non-bagel options
including smoothies, salads and burgers (-1
poppyseed). We also spied an espresso machine (-1
poppyseed). They had black and white cookies for sale
(+.5) but also a basket of rainbow bagels (-3
poppyseeds for the PTSD).
While we waited for our toasted everything bagel with
jalapeno cream cheese — the scallion had bacon in it (1.5 poppyseeds) — we considered the chaotic decor,
which featured Batman figurines hung off the light
fixtures, paired with a multitude of cutesy New
England-y farmer’s market signage advertising fresh
milk and eggs that are not actually for sale (extremely
kooky, +6 poppyseeds) and nonsensical affirmations
(“Together is my favorite place to be,” -1 poppyseed).
The only outside seating was a narrow bench, where
we found our everything bagel to be delightfully seedcovered, with lots of garlic (+2 poppyseeds).
Total: +3 poppyseeds
This cash-only establishment (+2 poppyseeds) is
holding strong in the midst of a gentrified shopping
district in Boerum Hill. Its surprisingly spacious interior
The New York Bagel Experience is not for hipsters

is tiled and spare (+1 poppyseed). A wall of old posters
advertises services from dog walkers to exterminators
(very appetizing, +3.5 poppyseeds). A man and his two
children were buying bagels when we walked in, and
the guy manning the counter, who turned out to be the
owner, Peter, offered to buy him a coffee (+2
poppyseeds, very sweet). The dad’s name, we
overheard, was Moses — definitely a good omen for
Passover (+ 1 poppyseed).
We ordered our everything bagel with scallion cream
cheese from a messily-scrawled menu (+.5) and
admired the magic marker signs adorning everything
from the hazelnut-flavored drip coffee (+1 poppyseed)
to the tip jar labeled “feeling tipsy?” (+2 poppyseeds).
There was also one of those one-button cappuccino
machines like the one at Bergen Bagels (+1.5
poppyseeds) and a selection of single-serve packets of
Advil, aspirin and Alka-Seltzer for sale behind the
counter (+4 poppyseeds), in case the bagels don’t cure
your hangover.
Peter was very kind and chatty, with a strong Brooklyn
accent (+2.5 poppyseeds) and made sure to pack us
copious napkins. He proudly told us that the shop had
been serving the neighborhood throughout the
pandemic, never closing (+2 poppyseeds), and was
only four months behind on rent; we tipped well and
added a sizable black and white cookie to the order
(+.5 poppyseeds).
Our final bagel, consumed on some nearby steps, was
perfect: garlicky, seedy, crisp on the outside and
packed with scallion cream cheese.
Total: 23.5 poppyseeds
We ended the day bloated and sluggish, but better for
it, having learned not only about ourselves, but having
truly discovered the New York Bagel Experience. And
having spent nearly five hours pounding the pavement
throughout Brooklyn, responsibly hydrating in the
spring sunshine, we were extremely aware of the one
universal characteristic of every bagel place (even the
rainbow one) — no bathrooms.
–
Mira Fox is a reporter at the Forward. Get in touch at
fox@forward.com or on Twitter @miraefox .
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News

For evangelical tourists, pro-Israel and
anti-vaccine sentiments might collide
By Molly Boigon
Pastor Tim Thompson, who leads a 1000-member
evangelical church in southern California, is already
planning a trip to Israel with members of his church in
November 2021.
But he and other churchgoers are not convinced they’ll
actually make the trip, even if Israel opens up to
tourists by that time. They are awaiting word on
whether or not they’ll have to get vaccinated against
COVID-19 to visit the Holy Land, which has the highest
vaccination rate in the world — 10 million doses
administered and more than half of the country fully
vaccinated.
“The number one question we get is, ‘Do I have to
have the vaccine?’” said Thompson in an interview this
week. “If they have to get it, they’re backing out.”
Coronavirus has created looming questions for the
scores of American evangelical Christians who travel
to Israel each year and the many tour companies,
historic sites and local businesses that depend on their
visits. Some years, Christian tourists to Israel
represent more than half of all of the country’s
visitors. But now, tourism numbers for American
Christians will largely depend on what Israel decides to
do about vaccine requirements for travel — about
45% of American evangelicals responded to a
February Pew Research Center Survey saying they
would not get the COVID-19 vaccine.
As of this week, Israel is not open for visits to foreign
nationals, and even Israeli citizens outside the country
need to quarantine for 10 days to enter. Now, Israel
will have to decide whether its hugely successful
vaccine rollout combined with measures like a
coronavirus rapid test at the airport is enough to
protect its citizens from evangelical Christians from
the United States who refuse to get vaccinated, or if
requiring vaccines is worth alienating a key political
and economic force that returns home to sow positive
P.R. for the land of milk and honey.

White evangelical Christians align closely with
Republican-party platforms, including political and
military support for Israel. But many evangelicals also
visit Israel for religious reasons, sometimes because of
what they believe are scriptural commands to bless
Israel, but also because Israel is important to believers
in biblical prophecies like the second coming of the
messiah, Jesus Christ, and the beginning of the
Rapture.
Some evangelicals believe that the restoration of
biblical boundaries of Israel will bring Christ’s return to
earth.
David Meyers, who runs Immanuel Tours, a Christian,
Catholic and Messianic tour company, typically brings
120 evangelical groups to Israel each year. He said the
churches he partners with are reporting that more
members are eager to get to Israel because of “a
religious wakeup call” stemming from the pandemic,
and because of what they see as “the signs of time in
terms of the prophecy.”
“More people are going to have reached the
conclusion that it is time to go, that it’s time to fulfill
that yearn or that calling or ambition to see the Holy
Land,” he said.
Thompson, the pastor from California, agreed, saying
that he has heard “a sense of urgency” because of
signs associated with the fulfillment of the end times
prophecy, like worldwide sickness, and even changes
stemming directly from the vaccine itself. He said
some evangelicals see signs described in the scripture
like echoes of nephilim referenced in the Book of Noah
in mRNA vaccines. They are also anticipating what’s
called the mark of the beast, referenced in the Book of
Revelation — a symbol that would prevent them from
moving about freely and living their lives normally.
“Some of those things that we’re supposed to be
looking for appear as though it could take form

For evangelical tourists, pro-Israel and anti-vaccine sentiments might collide
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through the vaccinations,” Thompson said. “With the
vaccine passports and this type of control on such a
world scale, many evangelicals are saying, ‘Well, this
could be how we’re seeing this push toward the mark
that everybody’s going to have to get.”
Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene from Georgia called
“vaccine passports” — a form of identification that
would prove someone has gotten the shot to prevent
coronavirus — “Biden’s mark of the beast” last month.
The segment of the evangelical population that is
anxious to return to Israel because they see in these
developments signs of impending Rapture is “probably
going to be the most aggressively skeptical” of
vaccines, said Walker Robins, a lecturer at Merrimack
College who researches Christian Zionism.
As anti-vaccine sentiment continues to spread in
evangelical churches, larger evangelical Christian
organizations with close ties to the Israeli government
have begun a myth-busting campaign. While the
plurality of Christian Zionists visit Israel from Nigeria
and Brazil, the larger organizations, along with the
Israeli government, are invested in getting American
tourists vaccinated and back to the Old City and other
sites.

Christianity to nonbelievers — including Jews — and the
construction of a third temple in Jerusalem that figures
into messianic prophecy.
“There’s a tradition of these organizations being
translators of Israeli policy to the evangelical
community, and my guess is that’s going to continue
with this,” he said.
It’s not clear if Israel will eventually bend to the will of
evangelical travelers and allow unvaccinated
Americans in any time soon. The country makes few
allowances to evangelicals within its borders, beyond
offering a little leeway to Christian missionaries who
are allowed to appear on television (until the public or
advocacy groups push back).
Itay Milner, the spokesperson and consul for media
affairs at the Israeli Consulate in New York, said that
the Israeli government is not talking about evangelical
tourists, because “there’s no tourism at all.”
–
Molly Boigon is an investigative reporter at the Forward.
Contact her at boigon@forward.com or follow her on
Twitter @MollyBoigon .

The International Christian Embassy Jerusalem, the
largest Christian Zionist organization in the world,
released a statement last month reassuring Christians
that claims about deaths caused by vaccines in Israel
are “unfounded” and that the “relevant passages”
referring to the mark of the beast “underscore a
blasphemous and anti-Christian agenda” that Israel
does not have. The organization did not respond to
requests for comment.
Daniel Hummel, the author of Covenant Brothers:
Evangelicals, Jews, and U.S.-Israeli Relations, said the
way large Christian Zionist organizations are working
to influence the evangelical population in the U.S. is
reminiscent of their efforts to “sell Israeli policies on
peace negotiations and security measures” after
different terrorism incidents in the country.
He also said they often work the other way as well,
attempting to smooth over issues that might rankle
Israel, like the evangelical belief in spreading
For evangelical tourists, pro-Israel and anti-vaccine sentiments might collide
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Letter from Florida

In tony Seven Bridges, it’s the Hatfields vs.
the McCoysteins
By Lesley Abravanel
A prime time-worthy drama has blown up in a posh
gated community in West Delray Beach, featuring
language that would make the Real Housewives blush,
like “stupid shiksa,” “Jewish call girls” and “white
supremacist.”

match . Nonetheless, the fracas led to the HOA
blocking LaGrasso from using any of the community
amenities for 90 days. LaGrasso’s lawsuit says that
the eight women in this community tennis league
constantly interfered with her kids’ lessons.

The social media-fueled feud pits eight Jewish women
of Seven Bridges against a Christian family. The family
has filed a $7 million lawsuit against the
neighborhood’s Home Owners Association alleging
that the association has failed to protect them from
religious discrimination.

An irate LaGrasso created an anonymous Facebook
page called “Bridges Seven” to air her grievances
against the women and the neighborhood.

And yes, the perpetrators of the alleged discrimination
are the Jews.
Built from the ground up on a rural west Delray Beach
agricultural reserve by prolific Florida McMansion
maker GL Homes, Seven Bridges is a splendid swath of
SoFlo suburbia consisting of 701 houses ranging from
$800,000 to more than $3 million. It has all the
trappings of what lures young families to these parts
from colder climates: just-planted palm trees, a resorty grand entrance with cascading waterfalls, clubhouse,
its own swanky steakhouse and 14 Har-Tru tennis
courts.
It all started on those courts. One day in 2019, the
three children of residents Deborah and Jeffrey
LaGrasso were taking their $1,050-per-month
weekday morning tennis lessons on several of the
courts. According to a report in the Palm Beach Post ,
a group of women “harassed” the children, claiming
they were using too many courts.
Deborah LaGrasso confronted the women, but
according to the Home Owners Association (HOA), she
also assaulted some. Her lawyer, Scott Weires, said
there was no such assault, citing a video proving that
the other women were the assaulters, shoving
racquets in LaGrasso’s face. That’s hard to discern
from the video, which shows mostly feet on a tennis
court with the caterwauling of anything but a love
In tony Seven Bridges, it’s the Hatfields vs. the McCoysteins

One resident, Rachel Tannenholz, who was not
involved in the tennis tussle, allegedly told LaGrasso in
a taped phone call that she didn’t belong in a
community that is 80% Jewish and that she should
“move the fuck out” and go to a “white supremacist
community.” There were also alleged texts, according
to the Post, in which Tannenholz calls LaGrasso a
“stupid shiksa.”
LaGrasso claimed Tannenholz went to her house,
screamed “Move out, bitch,” demanded she come out
and refused to leave only until police arrived and
warned her she’d be arrested for trespassing next
time. LaGrasso filed a stalking complaint that has since
been withdrawn.
Tannenholz’s lawyer, Debbie Klingsberg, said there
were no such texts, her client never called LaGrasso a
shiksa (Klingsberg cited ‘manipulated media’) and the
phone call was illegally recorded. Asked whether this
was a case of the oft-persecuted being the
persecutors, she said, “It’s ironic that the individual
making antisemitic slurs and attacks is claiming to be
the victim of religious discrimination.” Klingsberg filed
a state court case against LaGrasso for the
“defamatory” statements she made against her client.
The Home Owners Association wasn’t having it either,
fining LaGrasso $5,000 and banning her from using
community amenities for a year.
According to the complaint filed by Klingsberg in state
court, “The Bridges Seven site was mostly devoted to
7
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denigrating and criticizing the Seven Bridges
community, including disparaging the operation of the
community’s “Prime 7” restaurant and attacking
various decisions made by the Seven Bridges
homeowners’ association and the board members
themselves.”
LaGrasso’s posts included a graphic that read “Support
Your Local Stripper” with a caption beneath stating
“Rachel’s GO FUND ME PAGE.” Another said, “OH MY
those platform shoes are horrendous . . must be so
hard to type and dance on the pole at the same
time!!!” and a photo of a hand giving a thumbs up sign
covered with an image of the Israeli flag with the
caption “I support jewish call girls too.”
LaGrasso — according to the complaint— posted a
picture of a group of religious Jews dancing a
traditional Israeli dance, and captioned the photo
“HOA … pay day.” Another post was a picture of a Tshirt emblazoned with the words “I [heart] Jews” with
the caption “[m]aybe if I wear this t-shirt to the next
board meeting they actually listen to me instead of
whispering under their breath that I am not. And yes I
heard the woman in the back making rude comments.”
According to a witness at that HOA meeting who
refused to be named, LaGrasso felt excluded from the
neighborhood. In one instance, after the neighborhood
restaurant operator at an HOA meeting listed the
offerings for Passover, LaGrasso asked about Easter
food, and residents audibly snickered and made snarky
comments.
“This whole thing started with Deborah LaGrasso
choking someone on the tennis courts. There was no
religious component to that,” Klingsberg claimed. “She
was sanctioned for that; she posted the antisemitic
statements. It’s a mystery how the tables got turned
so quickly. The federal case involves a situation where
the individual making antisemitic slurs and attacks
then claims to be the victim of religious
discrimination.”
Scott Weires, the LaGrassos’ attorney and
spokesperson, disagreed. “While the comments at
issue in this case are utterly intolerable, our lawsuit
seeks justice for every person who has ever been
discriminated against by a housing provider or
In tony Seven Bridges, it’s the Hatfields vs. the McCoysteins

community association because of their religion,”
he said.
Though LaGrasso was sanctioned by the HOA for her
part on the tennis courts, the eight women she fought
with were not, and therein lies the issue, Weires said.
“The association in this case was repeatedly notified of
outrageous religious harassment and, not only refused
to do anything about it, but contributed to the
harassment by sanctioning our clients because they
had complained,” Weires said.
But it’s not just the Hatfields vs. the McCoysteins here.
The issue is whether the Fair Housing Act required the
HOA to address and take action against what the
LaGrassos deemed religious harassment. Federal
Judge Donald Middlebrooks ruled that not only is the
lawsuit legit, but that the LaGrassos can seek
damages of $7 million from the HOA. They also want
the HOA to “de-annex” their house from the
development so they don’t have to follow HOA rules,
according to the Post.
“Our goal is that this lawsuit motivates associations to
learn about the responsibilities required by the Fair
Housing Act and prompts them to reconsider whether
the professionals they hire, such as property
managers and lawyers, are competent enough to
guide them properly with respect to those
responsibilities,” said Weires.
Judge Middlebrooks said that “the LaGrassos have
plausibly alleged a claim against the association for its
failure to respond to or seek to control Ms.
Tannenholz’s allegedly discriminatory conduct.” He did
note, however, that the catalyst to the bad blood, the
one on the tennis courts, did not exhibit religious
discrimination, nor did it involve Tannenholz, named as
a defendant in the case, so he threw out the case
against her for “lack of jurisdiction.”
Vernis & Bowling, the firm representing the Seven
Bridges HOA, did not return calls or emails.
“The reason for the mistreatment was because they
were not Jewish,” Weires told the Post. “They were
treated differently from everyone else.”
The LaGrassos, who did not want to comment for this
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story, told the Palm Beach Post they live in their $2.6
million dollar home in fear and have hired
bodyguards. They have taken lessons in the use of
protective firearms. According to Klingsberg’s
complaint, “From the balcony of her home, LaGrasso
threatened to shoot Tannenholz.”
Weires told the Post they’re looking to make peace,
not war. But that peace offering comes at a hefty
price.
“In our case, the association was notified of repeated
instances of outrageous discriminatory conduct
against our client based on her religion and, not only
refused to do anything about it, but contrived an
excuse to punish her by levying grossly excessive
fines and sanctions for violating rules that do not
exist.”
Weires said his clients will settle if every homeowner
in Seven Bridges makes a charitable contribution to ‘a
non-profit organization of our choice that works to
end religious discrimination.”

Culture

‘Shtisel’ gives a
surprisingly
progressive picture of
abortion among the
Orthodox. Is it accurate?

By Mira Fox
Warning: Spoilers for “Shtisel” season three.
Conservative Christian opponents to abortion are
among the loudest voices in the debate. The most
extreme positions often don’t even allow exceptions
for rape or the mother’s health. It is easy to assume
that other extremely observant religious groups
would take a similar stance.

“It’s not about the money,” he said.
Several residents of Seven Bridges contacted by the
Forward refused to comment. One explained, “It’s too
messy.”
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In the U.S., Christianity is the dominant religion; this is
the template we use when we imagine what strict
religious observance looks like. Especially since
Christians often refer to the Bible as a source for antiabortion stances (even though it does not overtly
address the subject), Americans might expect that
Haredi Jews, who are deeply rooted in text, oppose
abortion with the same vigor as conservative
Christians — especially as the Haredi community leans
increasingly rightwing on other political issues.
The new season of “Shtisel” is ready to disabuse
viewers of that idea. Abortion, surrogacy and touchy
issues of co-parenting and remarriage shape the
series, but it’s the abortion storyline that is most likely
to shock viewers. The show flips the expected
narrative, presenting an accurate depiction of how
9
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Haredi Judaism can not only excuse but even actively
support abortion. Instead of leaning into shock value,
it deals fairly with all the nuances of the issue in Jewish
observance, and arrives at some surprising
conclusions.
Ruchami, played by Shira Haas, was a teenager when
we saw her last; she had suddenly eloped with a
young, devout yeshiva boy named Hanina. As the third
season opens, they’ve been married for five years.
They’re still sweetly devoted to each other, and to
Torah, but they’re struggling with a major hurdle:
children.
First, we see Ruchami going to the doctor, asking to
get her IUD — an implanted form of birth control —
removed. Later, we discover that Ruchami has a
condition that makes pregnancy and childbirth
dangerous. Already, “Shtisel” has knocked down
assumptions — a Haredi woman with an IUD? Then, in
the seventh episode, we learn that Ruchami has been
pregnant before, and that she terminated the
pregnancy.
Christian pro-life groups make the Bible sound clearcut in its opposition to abortion. Yet in “Shtisel,” the
religious law mandates the opposite. Abortion, for
Ruchami, was not only justified but required because
of the danger her pregnancy posed to her. When she is
in the hospital with her first pregnancy, Ruchami is
willing to risk her life to carry her pregnancy to term,
but the rabbi says there is no choice. “The Torah rules
say the mother’s life cannot be at risk,” he declares.
Rabbanit Nechama Goldman Barash, who teaches
about halakha and Talmud at the Pardes Institute of
Jewish Studies and the Matan Women’s Institute for
Torah Studies in Jerusalem, says the show accurately
depicts the relevant Jewish law. “If the mother’s life is
in danger, you choose the mother,” she explained.
“Rambam [a renowned Jewish commentator] even
gives a very gruesome description that you ‘rip the
baby out limb by limb’ if you have to.’’ The baby only
assumes equal status to the mother once its head is
out of the mother’s body.
In fact, Ruchami’s wellbeing is so important that it is
used as justification for the couple to seek a surrogate,

which the show presents as otherwise religiously
forbidden. Hanina worries her desire for a child will put
her at risk. Even if the harm is self-inflicted, it counts —
mental health is a valid reason for exception.
(Goldman Barash says this depiction is less accurate,
and surrogacy is a complex but halachically viable
option.)
However, when Ruchami gets pregnant a second time,
having eventually turned away from the option of
surrogacy, the question of abortion arises again. This
time, the rabbi refuses to rule on the issue, a common
response by rabbis asked to rule on something so
personal and open to intepretation; he leaves the
choice in Hanina’s hands. Judaism is a religion of
multiple perspectives, with whole debates enshrined in
the Talmud. The rabbi trusts Hanina to draw his own
conclusions about what is right under their own
religious understanding, and they decide to move
forward with the pregnancy, even though Ruchami
expects to die.
Ruchami’s choice to keep the pregnancy is actually the
contentious one. “It is against the law. The law is her
life takes precedence. Her response is going to be
basically putting it in God’s court,” Goldman Barash
said, explaining that the choice is a spiritual one of
trust in the power of prayer to change God’s decree.
Children are so central to the Haredi world and to
some women’s sense of fulfillment that they may risk
their lives to bear a child, Goldman Barash said. Yet
according to the most straightforward reading of
Jewish law, continuing with a dangerous pregnancy is
the more controversial choice.
This is not the first time that “Shtisel” has taken on
abortion. Giti, Ruchami’s mother, considers
terminating a pregnancy in the first season of the
show — her husband had abandoned their family, and
she was not sure she could handle another child, even
after he returned. Here, Goldman Barash says, there is
more complexity, because the potential harm is
emotional and psychological. Yet there is still space to
justify an abortion on these more intangible
understanding of harm and wellness.
Of course, society is different from religion; Orthodox
women who abort even with approval are afraid of
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ostracization and often hide or lie about their choice.
Even when Hanina and Ruchami are sure that their
surrogacy can be religiously approved, they decide to
hide it. Ruchami wears progressively larger false
bellies to pretend she is pregnant so no one will know.
“Shtisel” does not pretend there is widespread
support and acceptance for abortion or surrogacy in
the Haredi world, nor that it is an easy choice.
The Haredi community provokes strong reactions,
including righteous anger about women’s rights or
freedom. Abortion does the same. Yet, remarkably,
“Shtisel” still manages to pull off complex, subtle
exploration of both, simultaneously, portraying a
complex community and an equally complex issue in
a way that feels honest and human. Even with all the
divisive topics at hand, the show thwarts its viewers’
expectations not with shock factor, but with a deeply
human, deeply ambiguous approach.

News

What Hunter Biden’s
memoir tells us about
Melissa Cohen, his
Jewish wife

By Irene Katz Connelly

It’s a tactic most Americans, Jewish or Christian, could
learn something from.
–
Mira Fox is a reporter at the Forward. Get in touch at

Melissa Cohen made some of her first public appearances ahead

fox@forward.com or on Twitter @miraefox .
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There’s a lot going on in Hunter Biden’s new memoir,
“Beautiful Things.”
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First and foremost, it’s a love letter to Hunter’s
brother, Beau Biden, who died of brain cancer in 2015.
The book starts with a recollection of Beau’s last
moments, and ends with the 2020 election and the
birth of Hunter’s son, whom he named after his oldest
brother.
It’s an unvarnished account of Hunter’s years of
substance misuse and his behavior as an addict, and a
glimpse inside a political family whose steadfast
support of its prodigal son is one of its most
compelling qualities.
It’s also a brusque dismissal of all concerns about
Hunter’s involvement Burisma, a Ukranian natural-gas
producer whose board he joined in 2014 with
seemingly no qualification except being the son of
America’s then-vice president. (“I did nothing
unethical, and have never been charged with
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wrongdoing,” is most of what Hunter has to say on the
subject.)
And it gives new insight into Melissa Cohen, the South
African filmmaker Hunter met at the depths of his
addiction and married days later. Since joining the
Biden clan in 2019, Melissa has deleted her social
media kept a low public profile — some of her first
public appearances came during inauguration
festivities. Here’s what “Beautiful Things” told us
about her.
She grew up in Johannesburg.
In “Beautiful Things,” Hunter gives us an overview that
is perhaps purposefully broad. As a toddler, he writes,
Melissa lived in a “children’s home” for a year before
being adopted by a Jewish South African family with
three sons. He notes that she’s fluent in five languages
including Italian and Hebrew, and describes his wife as
an “activist” and “aspiring documentary filmmaker.”
Melissa was briefly married to Jewish Los Angelean
Jason Landver, and met Hunter just after ending
another two-year relationship — on the day of their
first date, she’d just returned from visiting her brother
to recover from the breakup.
When they met, Hunter was at a breaking point.
In 2019, with Hunter deep in the throes of his cocaine
addiction, the Bidens staged an intervention,
confronting him at the family home in Delaware.
Hunter agreed to check himself into a rehab facility;
but as soon as Hallie Biden (Beau’s widow, with whom
Hunter had a brief relationship) dropped him off in the
lobby, he hopped in an Uber and boarded a plane to
Los Angeles. There, he lived in a series of hotels,
occasionally getting blacklisted for receiving guests in
the wee hours of the morning or leaving drug
paraphernalia out for staff to see. Any efforts at
recovery seemed futile. “I was a crack addict and that
was that,” Hunter writes.
At the same time, Rudy Giuliani was making a series of
“unhinged” accusations of corruption over Hunter’s
involvement with the Ukrainian natural-gas producer
Burisma. Hunter was worried that his business
dealings and inevitable revelations about his drug
problem would affect the 2020 campaign. So when

New Yorker writer Adam Entous called, looking for the
truth about the Burisma situation, he saw an
opportunity to clear his name and preempt future
negative press. But interviews for the piece, which
turned into a deeply personal profile, became a kind of
therapy — and, Hunter believes, primed him for a new
beginning. “I honestly believe I would not have been
capable of seeing Melissa for what she would become
to me if I hadn’t explored my most meaningful
relationships during those interviews.”
Melissa ghosted him — sort of.
The Biden-Cohen meet-cute sounds less like an event
in the life of a political scion than a plot point in a
dramedy about a political scion. Just after getting the
boot from the Petit Ermitage, a swanky Los Angeles
hotel, and while sitting on the rooftop pool figuring out
where to go next, a drunk and high Hunter struck up a
conversation with a group of hipsters, who all seemed
to think that he needed to meet one of their friends:
Melissa Cohen. Late that night he texted her, asking to
meet up for drinks. She countered with an offer to
meet for coffee the next morning — but didn’t show up
until dinnertime.
Hunter describes his first glimpse of Melissa, who
arrived with “oversized sunglasses pushed atop her
honey-blond hair,” as a “bell-ringer.” Within a few
minutes, he told her she had the same blue eyes as
Beau, his brother. Then, he announced he was in love
with her. An hour later, he confessed to his drug
addiction.
She helped him kick the addiction.
“Beautiful Things” details a slew of rehab programs
that never quite worked. Instead, it took Melissa’s care
to catapult Hunter into his current sobriety. A day after
meeting him, she disposed of all his drugs. She
confiscated his car keys, wallet, computer, and phone,
deleting all contacts except immediate family
members. When drug dealers knocked on the door,
she “turned to steel” and dispatched them
unceremoniously.
After a difficult period of withdrawal — Hunter doesn’t
specify how long this lasted, but credits Melissa with
putting up with “my whining and crying and scheming”

What Hunter Biden’s memoir tells us about Melissa Cohen, his Jewish wife
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— he slept for three days. On the fourth day, Hunter popped
the question “like a trial balloon, light and breezy: ‘We should
get married!’” That night, the two visited destination tattoo
parlor Shamrock Social Club, where Hunter got the tattoo the
Schmooze can’t stop talking about: The word “Shalom,”
inked on his left bicep, which matched one of Melissa’s
preexisting tats.

The Bidens welcomed Melissa in.

The family on inauguration Day. Photo by Getty

“Shalom” tattoos tend to usher in major life decisions,
and the next morning Hunter and Melissa decided to
get hitched — that day. Wedding preparations were
slapdash: Hunter located a “marriage shop” and paid
its owner to hurry to Melissa’s apartment in rush-hour
traffic. Yet, he said, there was no sense of haste: “The
decision never felt rash or harebrained or reckless. It
felt urgent. I felt like I’d been given a reprieve.”
Before starting the ceremony, Hunter called his father
to give him the news. It was the first time anyone in
the family had even heard about Melissa, so we have
to give the elder Biden kudos for his poised response.
“Thank you for giving my boy courage to love again,”
he said, echoing the words with which his own
grandmother had welcomed Jill Biden into the family.
–
Irene Katz Connelly is a staff writer at the Forward. You can
contact her at connelly@forward.com. Follow her on Twitter
at @katz_conn .

News

No, Paul Simon is not a
‘historical footnote.’
And no, it doesn’t
really matter.

By Dan Epstein
For over 40 years now, the Temple of Dendur has
been one of my favorite stops at New York’s
Metropolitan Museum of Art. I’m always entranced by
the elegant majesty of this ancient sandstone
structure, and the way its enduring beauty is
emphasized by the reflecting pool and diffused
natural light of the museum’s Sackler Wing. I’m also
endlessly fascinated by the story of the temple’s
piece-by-piece relocation from Egypt — where it was
threatened by the 1960s construction of the Aswan
High Dam — to the United States, a massive
undertaking that required the use of 661 packing
crates and presented considerable challenges to
archaeologists and engineers alike.
But after reading Jeff Slate’s recent clickbait-y NBC
op-ed on Paul Simon’s sale of his song catalog, I now
realize that I’ve been looking at the Temple of Dendur
all wrong. After all, the edifice was completed around
10 BC, over 2,500 years after the Great Pyramid of
Giza — the crowning glory of ancient Egypt — was
constructed some 500 miles to the north. Instead of
being built by a mighty Egyptian pharaoh, the temple
was built by Gaius Petronius, a mere Roman governor,
and was gauchely dedicated to Pediese and Pihor,
two now-long-forgotten sons of a local Nubian
chieftain. And compared to even the lesser pyramids
of ancient Egypt, the Temple of Dendur is really quite
miniscule. Couldn’t the Met have acquired something
better than this, ahem, historical footnote, which I will
be sure to loudly mock during my next visit to the
museum?
I see no value in undertaking a point-by-point rebuttal
of Slate’s piece, which overshadows some
legitimately salient questions about the current state
of music publishing (and how it reflects our troubled
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times) with what comes off like scattergun scoresettling. Likewise, I am not here to defend Simon’s
character, as there’s plenty of well-thumbed evidence
suggesting that he has often acted in a self-serving
and less-than-enlightened fashion. Of course, the
same thing can certainly be said for most of the people
in my record collection, including The Beatles and Bob
Dylan, who Slate imagines will be the only recording
artists of the late 20th century still “worth more than a
passing mention” some 200 years from now.

Dylan than Simon was — and I wouldn’t forecast them
as “historical footnotes,” either.

What sticks severely in my craw, however, is Slate’s
firm conviction that Paul Simon will somehow be
regarded by future generations as simply a “historical
footnote” to Bob Dylan. Yes, Simon & Garfunkel were
signed to Columbia Records in early 1964, two years
after the label had released Dylan’s self-titled debut
album. Yes, Dylan’s success as a songwriter and
recording artist “made room” in the mainstream music
biz for other folk-influenced artists like Simon &
Garfunkel; and yes, “The Sound of Silence,” S&G’s first
major hit, rode the same folk-rock wave created by
The Byrds’ cover of Dylan’s “Mr. Tambourine Man” and
Dylan’s “Like a Rolling Stone.”

That said, please do not misconstrue this piece as
some sort of aggrieved defense of certain “boomer”
icons; they need no help or advocacy from me, just as
Bob Dylan doesn’t need to have his already-vast
achievements further burnished by a writer
envisioning him as the last man standing amid the
fragrant ashes of late 20th century music history.
What I find most unpalatable here is the framing of
popular music as some kind of zero-sum game, in
which there are only winners and losers and only a tiny
handful of said winners will ever mean anything in the
long run. Sports culture is rife with such pompous
arguments, but at least there are annual
championships to crown the best teams, and there are
statistics with which we can use to set the parameters
of player greatness. But music isn’t a sport, it’s an art
form — and using the “blunt instrument” of history as a
cudgel to bring an artist down a peg or three
completely ignores the subjective appeal and lifeaffirming aspects of music, as well as the point of
making music in the first place.

But while Dylan’s success spawned numerous
imitators, and there are dozens of artists over the
decades who have enjoyed hits with covers of Dylan’s
songs, Simon falls into neither camp — unless you
count the Dylanesque parody of “A Simple Desultory
Phillippic” from S&G’s 1966 album “Parsley, Sage,
Rosemary and Thyme.” Simon was always on a
different trip than Dylan; he and Garfunkel beat Dylan
onto the charts by over a half-decade with “Hey
Schoolgirl,” an Everly Brothers knock-off recorded in
1957 under the name Tom & Jerry, and his openly
introspective songs arguably influenced the singersongwriter movement of the early 1970s as profoundly
as Dylan’s magic swirling compositions influenced
1960s folk-rock. (Dylan himself covered Simon’s “The
Boxer” for his 1970 album “Self-Portrait.”) It’s hard to
see how any of this relegates Simon to “footnote”
status, unless of course we’re employing the tired old
rock critic trope of elevating Dylan to god-like status
among mere mortals. Certainly, Neil Young, Lou Reed,
Joni Mitchell, Bruce Springsteen and Patti Smith have
all been more greatly influenced and/or inspired by

Let us take, for one example, a record that
really does qualify as a historical footnote to Bob
Dylan: “A Public Execution,” the 1965 debut single from
Ronnie “Mouse” Weiss, leader of Tyler, Texas garage
legends Mouse and the Traps. A double middle-finger
salute brimming with caustically surreal wordplay
(penned by Weiss’s songwriting partner Knox
Henderson) set to a note-perfect reconstruction of
what Dylan called “that thin, wild mercury sound,” the
song comes on like a giddy, moonshine-fueled cross
between “Like a Rolling Stone” and “Positively 4th
Street.” It’s a rip-off, homage and parody all at once, a
record that simply would not have existed if Dylan
hadn’t “gone electric” earlier that year. But it’s also
thrilling as hell in its own right; the band smokes like a
Texas BBQ pit, and Weiss jumps into the fray like a guy
who’s jokingly tried on Superman’s cape only to realize
that he can actually fly. The whole thing is delivered
with such demented conviction, it’s easy to imagine
the Mighty Zimm himself chuckling approvingly at
Weiss’s withering wail of “You better find yourself a
welder, baby/’Cause you got locked up in your vault.”
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Did Mouse and band enter the studio in late 1965 with
the intention of recording something that would be
feted and treasured by future generations? (Hell, did
Dylan?) It probably didn’t even occur to them; rock and
roll had only even existed in popular culture for about
a decade at that point. The musicians were likely less
concerned with posterity than with getting something
good down on tape during their brief studio time, and
Weiss was no doubt overjoyed when the session
produced a seven-inch piece of plastic that he could
use as a calling card (and as leverage for greater fees)
when booking concert gigs. That the record — released
on the small Fraternity label, by an artist completely
unknown outside of the Dallas area — even made it as
high as number 121 on Billboard’s “Bubbling Under”
chart was surely gravy for all concerned.
And yet, over fifty years after its initial release, “A
Public Execution” endures. Musician and archivist
Lenny Kaye cherry-picked it for inclusion on Elektra
Records’ “Nuggets: Original Artyfacts from the First
Psychedelic Era, 1965-1968,” the ponderously-titled
1972 compilation that would go on to influence
countless punk and garage bands over the ensuing
decades, and would also motivate numerous other
collectors, archivists and labels around the world to
dig for (and reissue) similar obscurities and forgotten
gems. As Kaye likes to say, “It’s a Nugget if you dug it,”
and enough people have dug “A Public Execution” over
the years to justify the release of a couple of Mouse
and the Traps compilations — Weiss having
successfully leveraged the minor popularity of the
song to record over a dozen other compositions, a
handful of which were just as delightfully Dylanesque
as his debut single. Unlike many of the other garage
standards included on Nuggets, however, “A Public
Execution” has never inspired any recorded cover
versions; the song is simply too perfect, and too
wonderfully Dylan-sodden, for anyone to bother taking
another crack at it.

now? Probably not — but who cares? And then again,
who could have predicted at the time of its release
that it would be namechecked here in the Forward half
a century later? Maybe, due to circumstances both
drastic and unforeseen, the song will somehow further
defy the odds and come to be treasured by future
generations and civilizations as the defining song of
the American 1960s; or maybe one of Paul Simon’s
will, or maybe one of the Velvet Underground’s, or
maybe one of Sonny Bono’s. We simply don’t know
how such things will pan out, and to claim that we do —
especially when using such a claim to mean-spiritedly
diminish the work of one artist or another — is both
foolhardy and absurd.
Ultimately, what matters most about a song is its
ability to move someone in any number of ways with
its unique combination of words, melodies, rhythms
and sounds. The magic of music is best measured in
the moment by the listener, not by its alleged
appearance in whatever will pass for a history book
many centuries from now. And if you haven’t figured
that out yet, you’d better find yourself a welder, baby.
–
Dan Epstein is the Forward’s contributing music critic.

Is “A Public Execution” a song on par with the most
brilliant moments of Bob Dylan’s catalog? Absolutely
not. Is it a rousing slab of rock and roll that can make
you feel ten feet tall and bulletproof for two and a half
minutes, especially a couple of beers into an evening?
Absolutely. Will anyone remember it 200 years from
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News

Meet the rabbi bringing Judaism to Saudi Arabia
By David Ian Klein
With his black Hasidic coat, flat brimmed hat and long
beard, Rabbi Yaakov Herzog must look like a strange
sight on the streets of Riyadh, but that’s exactly where
he is hoping to relocate after years of working with
Jewish expats living in Saudi Arabia.
No native Jewish community remains in the Arabian
kingdom, which sits less than 11 miles from Israel and
can even be seen from high ground around Eilat.
However, in recent years the country has seen an
influx of Jews – coming either for tourism, business
purposes or on behalf of the U.S. military, which
maintains a heavy presence on the peninsula.
Herzog’s interest in Saudi Arabia began when he
discovered the Kingdom’s NEOM project.
An ambitious initiative unveiled by Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman in 2017, NEOM, is planned as a
city of the future, which will connect Saudi Arabia and
Egypt by bridging the Straits of Tiran in the Red Sea.
The first phase of the project, a smart city known as
the Line, in Saudi Arabia’s northwestern Tabuk
province, is envisioned to have no cars and net zero
carbon emissions, while housing more than a million
people.
The Saudis have spent more than $500 billion on the
project, hoping to complete construction by 2030
while critics still question whether the idea is realistic,
or even fully acknowledges the laws of physics.
Nonetheless, Rabbi Herzog was intrigued.
“I heard about this big program the Saudis are doing,
building this mega city that is meant to attract the
best and brightest,” Herzog said. Immediately he
asked himself, “Where will other religions fit in here?”
Will there be a space in the new project for
synagogues, churches or other places of worship?
When he found the Saudis didn’t have an answer, he
set out to create one himself.

Meet the rabbi bringing Judaism to Saudi Arabia
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The more he researched, the more he realized a
framework for Jewish life wouldn’t just be necessary
for NEOM but throughout the entire kingdom, as the
various major urban development and tourism projects
the country had planned would be sure to bring in
Jewish workers, tourists and investors.
Nearly two years later, Herzog has already taken to
calling himself the “Chief Rabbi to Saudi Arabia.”
“If you call the American embassy in Riyadh and tell
them you need a rabbi now, you’ll see who they’ll call,”
he said.
Of course, no such title officially exists, but Herzog is
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hopeful that the Saudis will be interested in establishing the

his congregation, even those with Jewish ancestry. That’s

role in the coming years.

something not uncommon among Saudis, as the kingdom had

In the meantime, he has gotten to work organizing everything
from kosher food for visiting Jews to fundraising for mikvahs —
which would allow the kingdom to be feasible as a permanent

a significant Jewish community for centuries until 1932 when
they were offered a choice between expulsion or conversion
to Islam.

home for Orthodox Jews who regularly use the ritual baths.
Herzog currently lives in Israel, but made regular trips to the
kingdom before the pandemic and is planning to move to the
kingdom full-time as soon as Saudi Arabia opens its borders
in May.
Herzog hasn’t just worked with the Jews living in the country,
but he’s built deep relationship with many of its Muslim
religious leaders as well. “I didn’t anticipate the amount of
interest from Muslims I would get” Herzog said.
“They see me as a religious Jewish rabbi, who doesn’t mix
religion with political Issues,” he added. “I make it easier for
them to show their respect to the Jewish people, without the
whole Israel political issue mixed in.”
Nonetheless, Herzog’s work has been made possible thanks
to an unprecedented period of liberalization Saudi Arabia has
seen in the last few years. In the past, the public practice of
religions other than Sunni Islam was forbidden in the
kingdom, according to the U.S. State Department.
Saudi Arabia is still one of the strictest regimes in the Middle
East, but the rule of the relatively young crown prince has
seen an easing of restrictions.

The rabbi’s road to Arabia
Though Herzog began working in Saudi Arabia two
years ago, it was far from his first experience in the
Arab world. In fact, he first began traveling to the
region long before he was a rabbi.
Born and raised in a religious home in New York’s
Greenwich Village, Herzog moved to Israel as a
teenager. In Israel, he established an agribusiness
company, Shneorseed, through which he dealt with
clients in Morocco, Egypt, Jordan and beyond.
“Jewish people are accepted all over the Middle East
right now,” Herzog said. He’s part of a
growing movement of rabbis that have found they can
promote and support Jewish life in the Muslim world if
they work together to bypass political issues and
engage only on a religious level.
While maintaining his business, Herzog continued his
religious studies and ultimately received rabbinical
ordination. “In addition to being a business owner, I
wanted to do something which would leave an impact
on the world,” he said.

“Today, a guy can walk with his girlfriend and openly sit in a
mall with his girlfriend and have a burger and a soda. Five
years ago that’s something that would never happen,” Herzog
said.
Those reforms, which brought greater freedom to women,
such as the right to drive, and weakened the power of the
Mutawa — Saudi Arabia’s religious police — also opened the
country up to practitioners of other religions, especially their
clergy who were previously forbidden from entering the
country.

Though he’s led a few rabbinical initiatives in Israel,
Herzog feels that Saudi Arabia has become his calling.
“When I saw what was going on in Saudi Arabia, I
realized that this was the time to put what I’ve studied
into practice and do it on a large scale,” Herzog said.
“It’s something much bigger than I ever dreamed it
would be, but I’m happy because I think there’s a
brighter future for that kingdom and I think that I can
add value to it and for the Jews who end up coming to
it.”

Herzog has been granted permission to host religious
services for up to 120 people (limited to 20 during the

–

pandemic.) However, he has also had to make it publicly clear

David Ian Klein covers breaking news and international Jewish

that he will not be doing conversions in the country and has

communities for the Forward. You can reach him

no plans to bring any of Saudi Arabia’s Muslim citizens into

at Klein@forward.com and on Twitter @davidianklein .
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